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night spots

THE AFTER-DARK SCENE by Joni Sweet

Hocus-Pocus

Games Gone Wild

If battling zombies from “The Walking Dead,” chasing
ghosts in Pac-Man and racing your way to victory
in Mario Kart sounds like a night out, you’re in luck
at Dave & Buster’s. The Times Square arcade boasts
more than 100 video games in a flashy, casino-like
environment. Set your kids up with a few game
cards—they will love trying games like Dance Dance
Revolution, Tailgate Toss and Pop-A-Shot and collecting tickets for prizes. Dave & Buster’s also has a
stacked bar and plenty of shareable snacks (pretzelwrapped hot dogs, mini spareribs and cheesy spinach
dip) that will satisfy any gaming-induced craving. Pro
tip: Downing a couple of “Coronaritas” (bottles of
Corona dunked in frozen margaritas) will make your
Skee-Ball competitions all the more epic. | 234 W.
42nd St., 3rd fl., 646.495.2015
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Swanky Digs

The interior design at the Upper East Side’s Mark Bar is just as exciting
as the drinks. Esteemed French designer Jacques Grange, who has decorated for fashion moguls Valentino Garavani, Karl Lagerfeld and Yves
Saint Laurent, put his distinctive touch on every inch of the unabashedly swanky space, from the cowhide lounge chairs and chrome tables
shaped like spots on cows to the twinkling ceiling lights and curvy
backlit bar that’s cool enough for James Bond himself. The expertly
crafted drink menu puts creative twists on the classics. (Clockwise from
bottom): The margarita is rimmed with ginger-salt for a zingy kick; the
old-fashioned explodes with sour cherry flavor and the martini complements the flavors of gin botanicals with fresh cucumber and mint. |
25 E. 77th St., 212.606.3030
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With just 75 seats in the space, you can get intimately close to Dan
White’s tricks in his show “The Magician” at the NoMad Hotel. But
despite an up-close view—or even participating in the act yourself—
you won’t have a clue how the magician, who has worked with David
Blaine, David Copperfield and even Kanye West, completes his deceptive
feats of visual and mental intrigue. Without giving too much away, White
seems to levitate his assistant off the ground, inherently know what
destination an audience member is thinking of and bring it up on their
iPhone map, and perform extraordinary card tricks. Clearly, this modern
Houdini has more than a few tricks up his sleeve. | NoMad Hotel, 1170
Broadway, 212.796.1500

